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Fitbit Versa's best deals can save you a good chunk of money on Fitbit's most competent fitness smartwatch. The Fitbit Versa 3 has brought significant improvements on Versa 2, the latter of which has become cheaper as a result. Both smartwatches, and even the original Versa and Versa Lite prices, have something going for them, and if you plan to get it, this is where you'll find
fitbit Versa's best prices.• Buy Fitbit's best deals on Amazon US• Buy Fitbit's best deals on Amazon UKAlso, check out all the magic widgets below that reflect Fitbit's best deals based on your location. Get the best fitbits for cheap this Christmas directly (or indirectly) from Fitbit.Best Fitbit Versa deals - each model (Image credit: Winfuture)Fitbit Versa 3'new Fitbit Versa 3 comes
with a built-in GPS chip, In-app workout intensity map, PurePulse 2.0 optical heart rate sensor technology, and Active Zone Minutes feature to monitor fitness activity, even if you're not actively recording workouts. The Fitbit Versa 3 also makes your wrist smarter and has a built-in speaker and microphone to take quick phone calls or send them to voicemail if you can't work
answering your phone. Today's best Fitbit Versa 3(Image credit: Fitbit) the main difference between fitbit Versa 2's standard and special edition is that the latter comes with fan strap options, and now a 3-month trial of Fitbit Premium too. Plus, you get all the features of the Fitbit Versa 2, including Amazon's Alexa smart assistant, 24/7 heart rate tracking, music management and
more. Today's best Deals Fitbit Versa 2 Special Edition(Image Credit: Fitbit)Fitbit Versa 2Fitbit Versa 2 is remarkably similar to the original Versa, but has a subtly but noticeably better styling, slightly better battery life and always on screen - a long overdue addition that's particularly useful when processing. A major improvement is the inclusion of Amazon's Alexa voice assistant.
Here it responds to your orders and requests only in text form. Speaking to your wrist in order to turn on your lights is the future that was promised to us in the 70s sci-fi movies. Today's best Deals Fitbit Versa 2(Picture Credit: Fitbit)Fitbit VersaWest started it all: the original Fitbit Versa is still kicking in, and although it's not available to buy from Fitbit, third-party retailers have plenty
of stock (presumably). Even though it's no longer a trendy fitness smartwatch on the planet, fitbit Versa has some cool features like activity and sleep tracking, 24/7 heart rate monitoring and many others. It's even floating (up to 50 meters). Today's best deals fitbit Versa(Picture Credit: Fitbit)Fitbit Versa LiteI doubt that many people will buy Fitbit Versa Lite in time considering the
price and what it has to offer, but you never know, it may appeal to collectors and people who are in fitness tracker-slash-smartwatches from the past. Versa Lite is basically a bit watered down Versa. Honestly, you'd better get a new Fitbit Inspire 2 fitness tracker instead of Versa Lite, at least that comes with a 1-year-old Fitbit Premium subscription for less. Today's best Deals
Fitbit Versa LiteBowflex Deals: Save BIG on Bowflex SelectTech Dumbbells and other brilliant home weight deals in the UK and USBuy Weights Online (UK): Get your home gym up to speed with this kettle, dumbbells and multi-gym dealsBuy treadmills online and the best exercise bikes, rowing and cardio machine deals in JuneUsing more Fitbit deals When it was first introduced,
Fitbit Versa is positioned by a San Francisco-based medical tech firm as a smartwatch, with a lighter design compared to previous devices, more personalization options, and with a lifetime of battery In September 2017, the company introduced the Fitbit Ionic, and Versa was launched fairly quickly after that device, as the company said Versa was simply building on the success of
its slightly older and more feature-rich sibling. Read more: Fitbit Charge 3Since then we saw the company also introduce a Fitbit Versa Lite - a steamy and cheaper version of the device you're reading about here - as well as the Fitbit Versa 2, which relies on the original device. Versa 2 has built on what Fitbit smartwatches can do, but it's more expensive than this original watch,
and many will still find Versa a suitable option for its wrist. Read below to learn everything that stands out about Fitbit Versa and how we feel about smartwatches. The price of a Fitbit Versa launched at £199.99/$199.95/AU$299.95Yv will now be able to find it for less as versa 2-turned-Fitbit Versa is a cheaper alternative to the company's flagship smartwatch, Ionic, which was its
most expensive wearable to date when it was released at the end of 2017.Priced at £199.99/$199.95/AU$299.95 at launch, it was defeated as a replacement for the Fitbit Blaze running watch and we've seen the price of a Fitbit Versa drop over time. It reached £130 in the UK and $150 in the US. The price isn't always that low, but the fact is you can shop for a better deal than the
standard sale price. Then there's also the Fitbit Versa Lite. It's a remarkably similar product but loses several features such as swimming tracking and music to bring the price down to $159.95/£149.99/AU$249.95. We've seen the price drop over time, but if you can find the original Versa less than Lite, it's worth choosing this watch. The Fitbit Versa is available in silver, black or
rose gold, as well as several combinations of watch strap colors. Fitbit Versa undermines Ionic, but still not cheap design and displayNew, more affordable design squircleBriano bright and crisp displayLightweight and handyFor Versa, Fitbit has not just updated the design of one of its previous or existing wearables; This he has a completely fresh look and perhaps one that more
Pebble-like and Apple Watch-esque than any of the company's previous devices. It boasts what Fitbit calls the Squircle face design clock, i.e. a square face with rounded edges - in case you need that spelling. Despite its silly design name, Versa is a much more beautiful and friendly watch than many of the firm's previous devices, especially Ionic, which we must admit we weren't
the biggest fans. By comparison, Versa is pretty nondempa fide and thus harmless looking, ensuring your eyes to focus more on what's going on on display than around it. While we loved it, it's worth noting that Squircle may not like everyone. Versa's anodized aluminum body and slightly tapered and angular designs are said to make it the firm's lightest smartwatch, but The Versa
is not only aesthetically pleasing, but probably one of Fitbit's most uncomfortable smartwatches thanks to its lightweight. Fitbit claims versa is one of the lightest smartwatches yet thanks to its ultra-hard, anodized aluminum body and slightly tapered and angular design, which was built according to small or large wrists. However, this lightweight material makes it feel a little cheap
at times, something to keep in mind if you want Versa to be a more lifestyle watch and you like the weighty, premium build fancy watch. Versa sports a wake/back button on the left side and two smaller pause/finish buttons on the left side of Versa sporting one main wake/back button, and on the right there are two smaller pause buttons and finish workouts. They're pretty easy to
click and proven to work perfectly, using Versa for both purposeful exercise and day wear. Traditional watch-style claspin is very easy to fasten and release, while maintaining good grip during intense workouts; what we prefer these modern button-style crafts that some smartwatches and activity trackers have these days. As with Ionica, these belts are also interchangeable with
many different colored metallic, fabric or silicon versions in case you want to completely change the style of the watch. The Versa strap is comfortable and interchangeable with many different colored metallic, fabric or silicon versions As far as the Versa display is concerned, it's a bright, colorful touchscreen with brightness of up to 1,000 nits. This means that even in direct sunlight
or underwater it is easily visible, even if it has not returned to maximum brightness. Touch teams also seem to have improved significantly over Ionic, who seemed a little hurt by the delay. Now the teams seem to be fluid and continuous. The best Fitbit Versa bands you can buyImage Credit: TechRadar (Pocket-lint) - Welcome to your go-to hub for all the best Black Friday and
Cyber Monday in the US - This page is now looking forward to Black Friday 2021, but you can still click our direct retail links below: Here's where Combine all the best technology-related deals that cost your hard earned money. Some are weekly sales and we are constantly updating this page with the latest material. Here are quick links right to the sales centers of top retailers:
Amazon's USA | Best Buy | B&amp;amp; H | BJ's | Kostko | Dell | eBay | Google Store | HP | Lenovo Hotel | Lowe | Microsoft | Newegg Hotel | Office Depot | Sam Club | Sonos | Staples | Target | WalmartBlack Friday the day after Thanksgiving, where retailers heavily discount thousands of items in the build-up to Christmas. Many retailers now start their Black Friday deals early,
meaning that the Black Friday period can last almost all of November.Keep in mind Black Friday follows Cyber Monday as well. This online-only sale event on the Monday after that essentially carries on deals for an extra day. Retailers would like to make the most of the opportunity to sell more products in an increasingly competitive market. In 2021, Black Friday will officially land
on Friday 26 November 2021, while Cyber Monday is November 29, 2021, although deals have already begun to emerge. On this page, we'll round up the MBY deal category - by games, laptops, fitness trackers, etc. We'll also round up Apple deals, Lego deals, and almost anything that's legitimately a good deal. We'll be updating this particular guide to dedicated deals between
retailers and brands as they live on both Black Friday and during cyber monday weekends.• Ring Video Doorbell Pro is $80 off - just $169.99: Here's another video-door call sale - this time on Amazon Ring's high-end model. View Amazon's deal here.• The new Call Video Call is $30 off - for just $69.99: The entry-level ring call is now available at a great price. View Amazon's deal
here.• Echo Dot with watch is $21 off - for just $38.99: Echo Dot, but with spices. (OK, display to be specific.) View the Amazon deal here.• The Echo is $30 off - for just $69.99: Amazon has discounted its classic Echo - a new version, even. View Amazon's deal here.• The Eero 6 Wi-Fi 6 system (3-pack) is $56 off - just $223.00: Amazon-owned Eero offers its core Wi-Fi grid system
with a nice slight price cut. View Amazon's deal here.• Blink External camera kits up to $130 off:Secure outside your home with affordable smart cameras like Amazon's own Blink Outdoor cameras. Several kits are tagged for Black Friday.View amazon deal here.• Get the Echo Show 5 and Blink Mini for just $49.99:Get a smart display and smart camera package right from
Amazon, so you can ask Alexa to check your feed to see what's going on - light peas. View Amazon's deal here.•Apple Watch SE GPS 44mm save $20, now $289 (was $309): Get more Apple Watch SE models discount rate this Black Friday, picking up most of the latest features in great design. See the deal on Amazon.•Apple Watch Series 3 GPS &amp; Cellular 38mm Save
$20, Now $179 (was $199): This deal for the smaller Series 3 Apple Watch Gps. Not the newest model, but many great features. Watch the deal on Best Buy.•Apple Watch Series 5 GPS 40mm, save $100, now $299 (was $399): This deal is for a gold model of the smaller 5 series with a pink sand strap and GPS connection. See the deal on Best Buy.• Sonos Move: save $100.00,
now $299.00 (was $399.00). The battery-powered Sonos smart speaker was the first of the company's products to be portable and completely wire-free, while there's still too much multi-room Sonos speaker. Check out the Sonos Move deal on Amazon. • Bang &amp;amp; Olufsen P6 Bluetooth Speaker: Save $48.91, now $315.10 (was $364.01). It's a stunning look and great
speaker with this classic B&O styling. Check out the deal on Amazon. • JBL Link 10: Save $70.00, now $109.95 (was $179.95). The JBL Link 10 has plenty of great features including built-in Chromecast, Bluetooth and Google Assistant. This is a full-featured alternative to google home.Check out deal on BH Photo Video. • JBL Xtreme 2 handheld speaker: save $200.00, now
$149.99 (was $349.99). The Xtreme 2 speaker is one for those who find the standard, smaller speakers a bit too quite and not lively enough for a party. It is large, loud, waterproof and has a 10,000mAh battery for game time of 15 hours. See the offer at Best Buy. Check out other Bluetooth speaker deals• HP's 14-inch touch Chromebook - now $129, $170 off (was $299): This 14-
inch Chromebook from HP is powered by Intel Celeron and has 4GB of memory plus 32GB of flash memory. View the HP Chromebook deal on Best Buy.• Lenovo Chromebook S330 for $199 ($100 off):This is one of the most expensive Chromebooks on our list. It provides a 14-inch HD display, 4GB of RAM and a Mediatek processor. So, why the price tag? Well, it offers a
whopping 32GB of storage. View the deal at Walmart.• Samsung's 11.6-inch Chromebook - now $209.99, $40 off (was $249): This small and lightweight Chromebook from Samsung is powered by the Intel Celeron N4000 and has 4GB of memory plus 64GB of flash memory. Check out the Samsung Chromebook deal on Amazon US.• HP's 14-inch Chromebook for $249: This
Chromebook from HP is more than half off and has an accelerated AMD A4-9120C processor and a 32GB eMMC flash drive. Renegotiate the deal on Best Buy.Check out other Chromebook deals• Sony WH1000XM4 noise-canceling headphones: save $71.99, now $278.00 (was $349.99). It's a follow-up pair to one in the bargain above, offering more advanced noise and sound.
It is available for a limited time deal. See the discount on Amazon. • Beats Solo 3 wireless headphones on your ear: save $80.95, now $119.00 (was $199.95). Before the Solo Pro launch, the Solo 3 was beats' most popular pair of headphones, and it's still a great option for those who want to save some money. See solo 3's offer at Walmart.• Beats Powerbeats Pro (Moss Green
and Spring Yellow): Save $90.00, now $159.99 (was $90 These are beats flagship real wireless ears. If you are after a pair of excellent headphones without wire to operate, work by is the perfect pair. They are available cheaper than ever in two colors. See Powerbeats Pro's Best Buy offer.• Apple AirPods Pro: save $50.00, now $199.99 (was $249.99). Apple doesn't often
discount its latest and most prominent devices, so any discount is welcome. Now you can get a little off the full retail price of the AirPods Pro, it's the best in your ears to date. Check out the offer at Best Buy. • Sony WF-1000XM3: Save $61.99, now $168.00 (was $229.99). These are some of the best noise-canceling ears on the market and they are at a great price right now.
Watch the deal on Amazon. • AirPods 2 with Wireless Charging Case: Save $50.00, now $149.99 (was $199.99). If you have a wireless charger or just want extra convenience, you can also get a decent discount on the AirPods 2 version with a wireless charging case. View the offer in Best Buy. • Fossil Gen 5, now $179, save $116 (was $295): The Fossil Gen 5 smartwatch runs
Wear OS and works with Android and iPhone devices. It is built in heart rate, NFC and speaker. View the deal on Amazon.•Fitbit Sense, now $279.95, save $50 (was $329.95): Fitbit's latest smartwatch has built-in GPS, stress monitoring, skin temperature sensor and regular Fitbit features. View offer on Fitbit • Polar Ignite, save $45.99, now $183.96 (was $229.95): Polar Ignite is
waterproof, has heart rate tracking and offers built-in GPS. Watch the deal on Amazon.•Samsung Galaxy Watch 3 45mm Mystic Black, now $369.99, save $60 (was $429.99): This deal is for the latest Samsung Galaxy Watch 3 model in Mystic Black with Bluetooth connectivity and great rotating panel. Watch the deal at Best Buy.• Garmin Forerunner 935 - now $269, was $499.99
(save $230.99): Garmin's top-level device, it offers loads of metrics for runners and multisport altets - at a really good price. See the discount on Amazon.• Garmin Forerunner 645 Music - now $219.99, was $449.99 (save $230): a large Garmin watch with music support and mobile payments. View the offer on Amazon.• Garmin Vivoactive 3 – now $129.99, was $249.99 (save
$120): tracker liftstyled but still delivers GPS and heart rate kindness garmin.See offer on Amazon.• Garmin Vivofit Jr 2, now $49.99 (save $20): Garmin fitness tracker for kids, in range of character styles. View the offer on Amazon.• Microsoft Surface Pro 7 128GB - now $599.00, was $959.00:Save a huge $360 for this excellent two in one -View this deal at Best Buy. • HP Envy
x360 2-in-1 15.6-inch laptop – now $599.99, save $180 (was $779.99): With AMD Ryzen 5, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD there's plenty on offer in this sleek but big-screen laptop. Check out this HP Envy x360 deal on Best Buy.•Microsoft Surface Laptop 3 3.5-inch – now $799.99, $200 (was $999.99): If you were after the Surface Laptop 3, now is the time - this Black Friday sees a
bunch of offers on the latest model. Here we have the 10th Gen Quad Core i5, 8GB RAM, 128GB SSD and, of course, Windows 10.Check out surface laptop 3 in Best Buy. Buy. HP Spectre x360 2-in-1 15.6-inch Laptop – now $1,099.99, Save $500 (was $1599.99): With a 4K Ultra HD touchscreen, Intel Core i7, 16GB RAM, 512GB SSD snd speedy Nvidia GeForce MX330
graphics this system is a force to be reckoned with. Check out this HP Spectre x360 deal on Best Buy. • Base model Razer Blade (version 2019) - now $1,759, save a whopping screen $2,240: 144Hz, Intel Core i7-9750H processor, Nvidia GeForce RTX 2060.Check out this deal on Amazon US. • Google Pixel 5, 128GB, now $649 (save $50): Google's latest Pixel phone with a
small discount. See the deal from Amazon.• Google Pixel 3, 128GB, now $379 (save $40.88): Compact flagship from Google in Not Pink.See deal from Amazon.• Samsung Galaxy S20 FE, 128GB, now $549.00 (save $150.99): more affordable Samsung flagship - all power, less See the deal from Amazon.• Samsung Galaxy Z Flip 5G, 256GB, now $1,249.99 (save $200):
Samsung's updated folding phone, with 5G. See the deal from Amazon.• Samsung Galaxy S20, 128GB, now $799.99 (save $200): 2020 phone from Samsung, compact, high quality, with power loads. View offer from B&H.• OnePlus 8 Pro, 256GB, now $799.99 (save $199.01): One of the best phones of 2020, now with discounts on Black Friday. A lot of energy, great storage - an
excellent all-round package. View the offer on Amazon.More Black Friday smartphone dealsApple 12.9 iPad Pro, now $799.00, down from $1,149.00:This is a big save on a really high-speed version of Apple's tablet -View this offer on B&amp;A. H in the U.S. Apple 11 iPad Pro, now $729.99, down from $799.99: More modest cut on smaller version -View this offer on the Best
Buy.Samsung Galaxy Tab A7 - now $149.99, was $229.99: Chunky savings on an already enjoyable and affordable tablet - See this deal at Best Buy. Fire 7 is now $39.99, made $49.99 (save $10): Amazon's cheapest tablet gets a crazy discount. Available in sizes of 16 or 32GB, this 7-inch tablet is great for those who don't want to spend big. Watch the deal on Amazon USA.
The Fire HD 8 is now $54.99, was $89.99 (save $35): The Fire HD 8 has a good display size and comes in 32 or 64GB storage options. Get this deal on Amazon USA. The Fire HD 10 - now $79.99, was $149.99: The Fire HD 10 was updated in 2019 to make it more powerful, with a faster processor and switching to USB-C for faster charging. View this deal in Amazon USA.
Kindle Oasis (2019) is now $174.99 (was $249.99): The latest Oasis is waterproof, has adaptive front light and changes the shade to fit the room. View this deal on Amazon USKindle Paperwhite, now $84.99 (was $129.99): This is a hearty discount on what would be the best Kindle for most people. View this deal on amazon USMicrosoft Surface Pro 7 128GB – now $599.00, was
$959.00: huge $360 on this excellent two-in-one -View this deal at Best Buy. • Hisense 55-inch R6040G, now $199 (save $150). Wow. A 55-inch TV for £200 is a crazy deal - with a 43% discount. Check out the offer at Target • Samsung 55-inch Q60T, now $597.99 (save $102). At the lower end of his QLED QLED this set is very fair on price and has super image quality. Check
out the deal at Walmart• Samsung's 55-inch Q90T QLED, now $1299.99 (save $500): Samsung's top 4K QLED kit for 2020 has a large chunk of changes cut off its asking pique. Click here to view the deal on samsung store • TCL 65-inch 4K Roku TV (65S434), now $229 (save $170). Being a Roku TV this TCL has a super interface to match its epic size. There's a huge 43%
discount too. Watch the deal at Target • LG's 65-inch NANO90, now $1,094 (save $905.95): If you're set for a big brand and saving big, then LG is the best in the business. And this is a big discount. View the deal at Walmart • LG's 65-inch CX OLED, now $1,899.99 (save $600). If you want a top panel - it's OLED with super deep blacks - then LG provides the best in business.
Watch the deal on BestBuy • Xbox Wireless Controller (Robot White), now $39.99 (save $20): The new Xbox Seris X/S controller in Robot White – also works with Xbox One.View is a better buy deal here •Seagate 4TB Game Drive for Xbox, Now $109.99 (save $15): This officially licensed USB 3.0 HDD runs on Xbox One and Xbox Series X/S to store tons of games. Get this offer
on Best Buy• Seagate 2TB Game Drive for Xbox, now $69.99 (save $22.50): Smaller in size but also great price. See this best deal BuyMore Big Xbox Accessory Deals • Astro Gaming A40 headset for PS4 and PS5, now $119.99 (save $30): Made for all consoles including PS5. View this best buy deal here• Turtle Beach Recon 200 headset, now $29.99 (save $30): A big wired
gaming headset in black or white is on offer now. Check out this Best Buy deal • 2TB Seagate Game Drive for PS4 and PS5, now $69.99 (save $40): Store a whole load of additional PS4 games on this officially licensed external drive. Check out this deal on AmazonMore PS4 and PS5 Accessories Check out our UK Black Friday deals page. Writing by Maggie Tillman. Editing by
Dan Grabham. Grabham.
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